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                This largest longitudinal repeat imaging study of its kind will be particularly useful for neurodegenerative disease. Serial (longitudinal) imaging in the same person typically provides better insight into disease trajectory than a single measure across a cohort (cross-sectional). It’s estimated that 6,000 to 8,000 currently healthy participants, aged 40–69 years at study onset, will develop dementia during the study. The before-and-after brain MRI images in this large population could find early, presymptomatic changes in brain structure and function.
In addition, the imaging of several body sites will enable researchers to see how changes relate to dementia risk. For example, capturing brain MRI data together with adiposity (from abdomen MRI and bone density) and vascular risk factors (from heart MRI and carotid ultrasound) should establish links between health and dementia. The scale of the data in UK Biobank will be a boost to artificial intelligence research when used for training machine learning systems and testing algorithms.
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